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• Purpose is the driving force that gives strength 
and direction to what we do. In dealing with 
the day-to-day problems of running a practice, 
that purpose becomes weaker, thereby making 
the problems seem larger. Eventually, the 
problems will overwhelm the purpose, leaving 
the doctor hopeless. The Purpose Booster 
Program is a three-day, one-on-one consulting 
program which revitalizes your purpose by 
helping you identify and dissolve the obstacles 
to achieving it.     

What is The Purpose What is The Purpose 

Booster Program?Booster Program?



•• The Purpose Booster sorts out your purpose The Purpose Booster sorts out your purpose 
as a doctor and helps you to permanently as a doctor and helps you to permanently 
fortify that purpose, so you more easily fortify that purpose, so you more easily 
achieve your goals! achieve your goals! 

•• It zeros in on the obstacles that blunt your It zeros in on the obstacles that blunt your 
purpose and teaches you how to easily push purpose and teaches you how to easily push 
through them.through them.



•• You will discover how the decisions you You will discover how the decisions you 
made have created your own problems and made have created your own problems and 
gave them the strength to stop you. gave them the strength to stop you. 

•• You will learn the exact steps to implement You will learn the exact steps to implement 
so you and your staff are impassioned about so you and your staff are impassioned about 
your purpose 24/7!your purpose 24/7!

•• The Purpose Booster Program helps you to The Purpose Booster Program helps you to 
achieve the viewpoint you need to have in achieve the viewpoint you need to have in 
order to overcome the problems you order to overcome the problems you 
encounter and become as successful as you encounter and become as successful as you 
are meant to be. are meant to be. 



The Purpose Booster Program is The Purpose Booster Program is 

for anyone that has experienced for anyone that has experienced 
any of the following phenomena:any of the following phenomena:

Who is The Purpose Who is The Purpose 

Booster Program for?Booster Program for?



•• Lack of Motivation Lack of Motivation 

•• Difficulty Following Through Difficulty Following Through 

•• Small Comfort Zone Small Comfort Zone 

•• Explains Away FailuresExplains Away Failures

•• Procrastination Procrastination 

•• Letting Self Be Stopped Letting Self Be Stopped 

•• Giving Up Too Easily Giving Up Too Easily 

•• Problems Implementing Problems Implementing 

•• Fearful or WorriedFearful or Worried



•• Low Patient VisitsLow Patient Visits

•• DoesnDoesn’’t Ask For Referrals t Ask For Referrals 

•• Blaming Others Blaming Others 

•• Stressed Out Stressed Out 

•• Apologetic Apologetic 

•• Not Doing Enough Marketing Not Doing Enough Marketing 

•• Ashamed of Being DC/Ashamed of Being DC/LAc LAc 

•• DoesnDoesn’’t Do What Needs Doingt Do What Needs Doing



•• Resists ChangeResists Change

•• ApatheticApathetic

•• Afraid To Cause UpsetsAfraid To Cause Upsets

•• Has To Be Liked At Any CostHas To Be Liked At Any Cost

•• Worried What Others ThinkWorried What Others Think

•• Regrets DecisionsRegrets Decisions

•• Avoids Conflicts or Avoids Conflicts or 

DisagreementsDisagreements



The final result of the Purpose The final result of the Purpose 

Booster Program is someone Booster Program is someone 

who has certainty about their who has certainty about their 

purpose, knows what needs to purpose, knows what needs to 

be done to achieve it and is be done to achieve it and is 

willing to do what it takes to willing to do what it takes to 

get it done.get it done.



““The Purpose Booster gave me more control The Purpose Booster gave me more control 
over my life and my practice. I learned how to over my life and my practice. I learned how to 
be in more control of my future.be in more control of my future.””

TomTom IannielloIanniello, DC , DC -- Miller Place, NYMiller Place, NY

““I realized I was creating some of my own I realized I was creating some of my own 
problems, and what I needed to do to unproblems, and what I needed to do to un--
create them. The growth in my clinic in just a create them. The growth in my clinic in just a 
few weeks more than paid for the service.few weeks more than paid for the service.””

Mike Mike CarberryCarberry, DC , DC -- Square, PASquare, PA

Success!Success!



““It enabled me to see the exact point that I It enabled me to see the exact point that I 
made decisions and why the practice crashed made decisions and why the practice crashed 
after that point. It was amazing. I knew after that point. It was amazing. I knew 
instantly what I needed to do to change it.instantly what I needed to do to change it.””

JulieJulie KlarichKlarich, DC , DC -- Chicago, ILChicago, IL

““I found the road blocks that kept me from I found the road blocks that kept me from 
getting what I wanted, from doing what I getting what I wanted, from doing what I 
needed to do to make my clinic what I wanted needed to do to make my clinic what I wanted 
it to be.it to be.””

Chad Chad CohoonCohoon, DC , DC -- Wichita, KSWichita, KS

Success!Success!



““I had lost my focus and my purpose I had lost my focus and my purpose 

and began to create problems and and began to create problems and 

actually caused the practice to back actually caused the practice to back 

down. In a short weekend I regained down. In a short weekend I regained 

my focus and was able to turn the my focus and was able to turn the 

practice around in just 30 days.practice around in just 30 days.””

Tom Roselle, DC Tom Roselle, DC -- Fairfax, VAFairfax, VA

Success!Success!



““II’’ve had the most amazing realizations ve had the most amazing realizations 
about me. I realized I was stopping about me. I realized I was stopping 
every part of my practice. I know why every part of my practice. I know why 
now. I know exactly what has to be now. I know exactly what has to be 
handled. I know exactly what action handled. I know exactly what action 
steps to take. The Purpose Booster steps to take. The Purpose Booster 
Program is phenomenal!Program is phenomenal!””

GaryGary FieberFieber, DC , DC -- Burnsville, MN Burnsville, MN 

Success!Success!



How do you sign up for this program?How do you sign up for this program?

Contact David Singer Enterprises at 

1-800-326-1797 and ask to speak with 

your Advanced Service Consultant.

At your next seminar, ask to speak to 

your Advanced Service Consultant to 

receive an in-depth consultation.
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